Funny Books for 3-5 Graders
Once Upon a Cool Motorcycle Dude by Kevin O’Malley (J O’Malley) A boy and a girl who are forced
to write a story together for school tell two very different stories.

How to Eat Fried Worms by Thomas Rockwell (J Rockwell) Because of a bet, Billy must eat fifteen
worms in fifteen days in order to win fifty dollars from his friends. As Billy becomes more creative
with ways to eat the worms, his friends start to worry he might win the bet.

Stink and the Freaky Frog Freakout by Megan McDonald (J McDonald Book 8) Stink has been in the
Polliwog swim class for what seems like frog-ever, and still can’t bear to put his face in the water.
Then one day, Stink has a close encounter with a freaky mutant frog. All of a sudden, his froggy

Bad Kitty For President (series) by Nick Bruel (J Series Bruel Book 7) It’s time to vote for a new president of the Neighborhood Cat Coalition. Will Bad Kitty win the election?

Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich by Adam Rex (J 811.6 REX) Stories and poems about problems
that Frankenstein, Bigfoot, Wolfman, and other monsters have to face.

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing by Judy Blume (J Blume) Fourth grader Peter has to deal with his annoying and bratty little brother Fudge, especially as Fudge becomes more and more of a problem.

Hoot by Carl Hiaasen (J Hiaasen) Roy has recently moved to Florida and finds himself as the new kid in
school again. There, he meets the running boy and becomes involved in his fight to save the miniature
endangered owls.

Sideways Stories from Wayside School by Louis Sachar (PB J Sachar) Wayside School was accidently
built thirty stories tall, with one classroom on each floor. This book features humorous stories about the
kids in the classroom on the thirtieth floor.

Bunnicula: a Rabbit Tale of Mystery by Deborah and James Howe (J Howe) Chester the Cat and Harold
the Dog must find out the truth about the newest pet in the Moore house—a rabbit named Bunnicula who
has strange habits and fangs.

Judy Moody by Megan McDonald (J McDonald) Third grader Judy Moody is in a bad mood on the first
day of school. Then her new teacher assigns her a project—a ME collage and she begins creating a

